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$58mil gross $42mil net (all) $30mil net (exc. beq)FY28

Our High-Level Strategy
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So how is RFDS QLD 
getting better at 

innovating?





A good innovation mission is…

• aligned to organisational strategy

• broad, but actionable

• clear on the target group(s)

• clear on scope





Mission

Fostering an 
environment where 
every gift in will donor 
can confidently create a 
meaningful impact, 
regardless of its scale.

Context (Why is this Mission important? Is the 
Mission broad but actionable?)

There are multiple barriers to leaving a GIW 
(skill, wealth, access, trust).
While online will platforms are reducing the 
skill and access barriers, there remains a 
strong a perception from current and 
prospective supporters that ‘you need to be 
wealthy to leave a gift in will’. 
With the upcoming Intergenerational Wealth 
Transfer, GIW revenue is expected to 
drastically increase. This Mission ensures 
that RFDS provides confidence that a GIW 
(even a small one) can deliver impact to the 
cause the supporter cares about.

Current state (Where are we today?)

• Strong engagement scores across supporter base (NPS and 
Supporter Commitment are all above average)

• 33% Agree “It is good to provide for your family and also include a 
charity in your will”. (36% is industry average)

• 25% Agree “I will have enough to be able to include a charity in my 
Will”. (24% is industry average) 

• Only 25% Agree “Family would be pleased if I left a gift in my will”

Future state (Where do we want to be?)

• Significant increase in the GIW pipeline and confirmed GIW, % of 
known bequests, % of confirmed bequests of active-loyal 
supporters - Most accessible Gift in Will program in the Charity 
sector.

• #1 supporter satisfaction and confidence to having made the 
decision to leave a gift in will.

• Increase in % of supporters who believe they will have enough.

Target(s)
(Who is/are the focus for the Scan)

• Existing supporters excl. Confirmed and Intenders
• Queenslanders 55+

Scope (What’s on and off the table?)

OFF
• Creating a whole new online Will platform
• Paying for will writing 
• Competing with IAC
ON
• Collaboration and federation/sections and other charities
• Use of humor, above the line advertising (radio, billboards), DRTV

Fundraising Innovation Mission No. 1

Mission Sponsor = Erin McCabe
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For Example!

CHALLENGE SHORTLIST

EXPERIMENT

How can we help 
younger adults feel 
like they’re making 

a direct and 
tangible impact 

with their 
donation?
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Innovation is risky





Business 
CaseIdea Launch

How Innovation Works
(at most companies)





ExperimentIdea Launch

Do this instead:



Recognise that your first idea is 
wrong”

Scott D. Anthony



Applying scientific 
method to minimise 
risk and increase the 

chance of success



Bad Failure V 
Good Failure







Adopting Lean Startup 
Methodologies



Hypothesise

Analyse

Design & 
Build

Iterate

The Experiment Loop









Viability Hypothesis: “Revenue will be higher from a virtual gift cards offering, 
compared to a donation ask, to our unconverted leads (lukewarm audience segment)



Viability hypothesis: Sending a thank you 
voicemail will increase ROI within 3 months.





HYPOTHESIS: Remarketing to individuals who have 
engaged with digital acquisition ads but not yet 
donated, with specific philanthropy psychology 
techniques, will increase RG donations and 
maximise the overall ROI of digital acquisition.





How can you improve how you innovate?

1. Get clear on your growth gap

2. Narrow in on where you want to focus 
innovation efforts, then follow a process

3. Take your ideas through The Experiment 
Loop, testing behaviour where possible

4. Test leanly and cheaply

and finally…..



Don't get 
catfished by 
your ideas.

Run experiments instead.
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So that’s how to innovate,
Go on and try it you’ll be great,

Just don’t get catfished by your next idea!
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